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Abstract

Due to low power requirements of many embedded/portable de-
vices such as mobile phones and laptop computers and dramatic
increases in clock frequencies of general-purpose processors, low-
power software technology is becoming increasingly important in
system design. Many applications from image and video process-
ing as well as from dense linear algebra are array-dominated and
data-intensive, thereby spending a major portion of their execution
time and energy in the memory subsystem. This paper presents
a compiler-based optimization framework that targets reducing the
energy consumption in a partitioned off-chip memory architecture
that contains multiple memory banks by organizing the order of
computations and the layout of data. The optimizations considered
in this work take advantage of low-power operating modes and the
partitioned (multi-bank) structure of the off-chip memory. Our pre-
liminary experiments show that the proposed framework improves
memory energy by up to 86% over a scheme that keeps all the mem-
ory banks in the active (fully-operational) operating mode all the
time, and up to 70% over a scheme that utilizes low-power operat-
ing modes without doing any loop and data optimizations.

1 Introduction

Even though the computer science and information technology com-
munity has devoted a lot of time and effort to the advance of com-
puting systems that are high-performance desktops and servers, it
is estimated that more than 90% of the processor market today is
in the embedded systems area [16]. Considering that many embed-
ded/portable devices are battery powered, it is easy to see that en-
ergy consumption is an important issue for these devices. Reducing
energy consumption not only increases the lifetime of the battery,
but it also improves the reliability of the device by decreasing its
heat dissipation.

The question of where the energy is spent in a particular archi-
tecture depends largely on the type of the architecture (its hardware
components and interconnects) as well as the software that runs
on it. Many embedded image and video processing applications
as well as linear algebra kernels are data-intensive, accessing large
multi-dimensional arrays in small multi-level nested loops. Previ-
ous research reports that the embedded systems that run these appli-
cations spend up to 90% of their energy in the memory system [2].
The problem of reducing memory energy consumption might even
be more critical for systems with energy-optimized processors.

Motivated by these observations, this paper presents a compila-
tion approach to minimize the energy consumed in a partitioned off-
chip memory (DRAM) architecture that consists of multiple mem-
ory banks, each of which can be operated in a number of operating

modes (power modes). In such a memory architecture, an impor-
tant issue is to restructure code and data such that as many mem-
ory banks as possible can be put into a low-power operating mode
without impacting execution time (performance). The compilation
technique presented in this paper attempts to address this issue us-
ing a set of loop (iteration space) and memory layout (data space)
optimizations in a unified framework. Specifically, we make the
following contributions:

� We summarize the operation of a multi-bank memory system
and explain how low-power operating modes can reduce its
energy consumption.

� We present a data placement (array allocation) algorithm that
places the arrays used in an application across memory banks
in an energy-conscious way to minimize the energy spent in
the memory system. Informally, the approach tries to cluster
the arrays withsimilar lifetime patternsin the same (set of)
bank(s) to power-down the said bank(s) when the lifetime of
the arrays ends.

� We present a transformation framework that uses two loop
optimization techniques (loop fission and loop splitting) and
a data optimization approach (which we callarray renam-
ing) to increase the effectiveness of the array allocation algo-
rithm. While these optimizations, themselves, are not new,
their application to the problem of memory energy reduction
is novel.

� We give experimental data showing that it is possible to ob-
tain energy savings up to 86% over a scheme that keeps all the
memory banks in the active (fully-operational) state all the
time, and up to 70% over a scheme that utilizes low-power
operating modes without doing any loop and data optimiza-
tions.

The data allocation part of our approach has been implemented
within the SUIF [20] compilation framework. Our experimental
data shows that the loop and data transformations can be of great
help in optimizing memory energy. Moreover, since these energy
benefits come without performance loss and with only a small in-
crease in datapath (core) energy, the proposed approach can even
be used in high-end desktops and servers with an appropriate help
from the operating system (OS).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses a multi-bank memory subsystem and shows how low-
power operating modes work. Section 3 presents our optimization
framework in detail and explains how it benefits the low-power op-
erating modes and multi-bank (partitioned) memory system. Sec-
tion 4 introduces our experimental platform and presents energy re-
sults. Section 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 concludes the
paper with a summary and an outline of the planned future research.

2 Partitioned Memory and Low-Power Operating Modes

The target system for our approach is a partitioned memory archi-
tecture with multiple banks and low-power operating modes. Each



bank operates independently and when not in active use it can be
placed into a low-power operating mode to conserve energy. Each
operating mode works by activating specific portions of the mem-
ory circuitry and can be described using two related metrics:energy
consumptionandre-synchronization time. The energy consumption
is the amount of energy consumedper cyclein a given operating
mode. The re-synchronization time is the time (in cycles) it takes
to bring a memory bank from a low-power mode to the active (fully-
operational) mode. Typically, the smaller the energy consumption,
the higher the re-synchronization time. Consequently, the selection
of low-power operating mode has both energy and performance im-
pact and usually involves a tradeoff between them.

For the purposes of this paper, we assume five operating modes:
one active mode (the only mode during which the memory read
or write activity can occur) and four low-power modes, namely,
standby, napping, power-down,and disabled. The energy con-
sumptions and re-synchronization times for these modes are given
in Figure 1.1 It should be noted that a naive use of these modes can
incur a significant performance loss. Let us assume, for example,
that we place an idle (inactive) bank into thepower-downmode. At
the end of the idle period, in order to bring the bank into the active
mode, we need to wait 9,000 cycles (see Figure 1) during which we
also consume some amount of energy (whether it is full active mode
energy or low-power mode energy or some amount between these
two is system-dependent). To alleviate this problem, the compiler
can use apre-activation strategy, which activates a bank (in the
low-power mode)beforeit is needed so that it will be ready (in the
active mode) when it is actually needed. This approach bears simi-
larity to software prefetching techniques in the optimizing compiler
literature [10], and in fact, the compiler can use a similar algorithm
to insert mode-setting commands (i.e., the commands that change
the operating mode at runtime) in the code.

The compiler analysis to insert mode-setting commands starts
with a pre-processing pass through which the program being opti-
mized is transformed into a form with as many independent perfectly-
nested loops as possible.2 Then, for each nested loop, the compiler
determines the arrays accessed by the nest and the memory banks
that hold those arrays. These memory banks need to be active dur-
ing the execution of the nest. The remaining memory banks, how-
ever, can be put into low-power operating mode. A sophisticated
compiler analysis [4] determines the number of loop iterations be-
fore the end of the nest that these banks should be activated so that
they will be in the fully-operational state (i.e., the active mode)
for the execution of the next loop (i.e., no performance penalty).3

The exact low-power operating mode to be used (as we have four
of them) is determined based on the energy consumption and re-
synchronization time of each possible mode and the duration of the
idleness (i.e., the time for the nested loop to execute minus the time
needed to pre-activate the bank). The duration of the idleness is es-
timated by the compiler by taking into account the loop bounds and
the computational cycle costs of each type of operation performed
in the nest.

The algorithm for power mode selection is quite involved and
can be found in [4]. This paper focuses more on the use of loop and
data transformations and allocation of arrays to banks to take better
advantage of low-power operating modes. As a simple example il-
lustrating the working of low-power operating mode management,
consider the program fragment shown below (next column) assum-
ing that each array resides in a separate memory bank. In this code,
the first nest accesses the arraysa andc . Therefore, the memory

1The energy values shown in this figure have been obtained from the measured
current values associated with memory banks documented in memory data sheets (for
a 3.3 V, 2.5 ns cycle time, 8 MB memory bank) [13]. The re-synchronization times are
also obtained from data sheets.

2A perfectly-nested loop is a loop nest in which all statements are contained in the
innermost loop [21].

3Actually, only the banks that will be used in the next nested loop are activated.

Active Standby Napping Power-Down Disabled
Energy Consmp. (nJ) 3.570 0.830 0.320 0.005 0.000
Re-sync. Time (cyc.) 0 2 30 9,000 NA

Figure 1: Energy consumptions and re-synchronization times.
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Figure 2: Optimization framework.

banks that hold these arrays should be in the active mode during
the execution. On the other hand, the memory bank that holds ar-
ray b can be put into a low-power operating mode as this array is
not accessed in the first nest. The second nest accessesb andc ;
consequently, before it starts execution, the bank that holds array
b should be activated (In fact, as mentioned earlier, this activation
should occur before the first nest terminates; the exact timing is de-
termined by the compiler [4]). At the same time, since arraya is
not referenced in the second nest, its memory bank can be placed
into a low-power mode. The compiler-based approach explained in
[4] inserts these bank activation/deactivation (mode-setting) com-
mands in appropriate places in the code (by calculating the exact
points and modifying the code if necessary) and determines which
low-power operating mode to be used for an idle bank to achieve
maximum energy savings.

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],c[ i] g

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fb[ i],c[ i] g

3 Optimization Framework

As shown in Figure 2, our optimization framework consists of two
modules: anoptimization module(that uses loop and data trans-
formations) and anarray allocation module.The array allocation
module can be used with or without the optimization module and
is responsible from assigning memory locations (hence banks) to
array elements. The optimization module, on the other hand, uses
both loop and data transformations to further increase the effective-
ness of the array allocation module.

3.1 Array Allocation Module

Informally, the idea behind the array allocation (data placement)
algorithm is to place the arrays with the same (or similar) access
patterns into the same (set of) bank(s). This is reasonable as such
arrays are usually used (or not used) at the same time during which
the memory bank(s) that hold them can be turned on (or off). An
important issue then is to determine the arrays with similar access
patterns and cluster them together. To achieve this, we use a graph-
based approach which is sketched in Figures 3 and 4. Our approach
operates in two steps. The first step (given in Figure 3), which is
similar in spirit to the formulation of offset assignment problem [8]
for scalar variable placement, builds a graph (calledarray relation
graphor ARG for short) in which the nodes represent the arrays de-
clared in the program and the weight of an edge (resp. hyper-edge)
represents the number of times (in cycles) two (resp. multiple) ar-
rays that are incident on the edge (resp. hyper-edge) are accessed
in thesamenested loop. It then runs an algorithm on this ARG that
generates amaximum weight cover(the ‘while loop’ in Figure 3).



The maximum weight cover of a graph is path (which includes all
the nodes in the graph but not necessarily all the edges) whose sum
of all the edges in the path is the maximum among all covers. Ba-
sically, the algorithm in Figure 3 selects (in each iteration of the
‘while loop’) an edge with the maximum weight (among all unse-
lected edges) as long as the selected edges do not form a cycle. At
the end, for each connected component of the ARG being analyzed,
this algorithm returns a path (referred to asCi).

Each pathCi contains arrays (corresponding to nodes) that should
be placed if possible into the same (set of) bank(s) as they are used
together (in the same computation). Note that this step of the ap-
proach is independent of the underlying memory bank organiza-
tion. The second step of the approach (given in Figure 4) takes the
memory organization into account and determines the exact loca-
tions of array elements. While doing this, this step also uses array
alignment [5] to prevent an array from crossing the bank boundaries
(hence from keeping multiple banks in the active state) if this is not
strictly necessary. The only restriction is that all elements of a given
array are stored consecutively, in an attempt to prevent address cal-
culation complexity that would occur otherwise (Note that such ad-
dress calculation complexities would increase the energy expended
in the datapath). More specifically, the algorithm in Figure 4 runs
for each path returned by the algorithm in Figure 3. For each path,
it first traverses the path from one end to the other and places the
arrays consecutively into available banks starting from the first lo-
cation of the first bank. Then, within the ‘while loop’, it tries to put
the arrays whose corresponding vertices are the end points of edges
with large weights into the same bank by aligning the arrays (this
can be thought of sliding the arrays to the right to ensure that the
two arrays in question reside in the same bank if possible). While
processing a given edge (hence its arrays), special attention is paid
not to distort any placement made for a prior edge (with a higher
weight).

As an example, let us consider the following program frag-
ment whose ARG with and without hyper-edge is shown next to it.
Note that there are two edges, (a,b) and (e,f ), and one hyper-edge
(c ,d,e) (shown in the first graph as a dashed path). This hyper-
edge is then transformed into two (normal) edges (c ,d) and (d,e)
(as shown in the last graph), all with the same edge weightN � cc
assuming that each nest has a cycle count ofcc. Two obvious paths
in this last graph area-b andc -d-e-f . Assuming that the arrays
are of the same size and a memory bank can hold two arrays, the
algorithm in Figure 4 placesa andb into the first bank,c andd
into the second bank, ande andf into the third.

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],b[ i] g

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fc[ i],d[ i],e[ i] g

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fe[ i],f[ i] g
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3.2 Optimization Module

The optimization module uses three techniques to improve the ef-
fectiveness of the array allocation module:loop fission, loop split-
ting, andarray renaming.The first two techniques are loop-based
optimizations whereas the third one is a data transformation method.
Note that these optimizations are by no means exhaustive; on the
contrary, we believe that many other loop and data transformations
can be adapted/redirected to target partitioned-memory architecture
with multiple operating modes. We focus on these three optimiza-
tions as our preliminary experiments using them show significant
savings in memory system energy without an observable increase
in datapath (core) energy. We do not present datapath energy re-
sults here due to lack of space.

INPUT: A program with an original array declaration
OUTPUT: A program with the optimized array declaration
Begin

Find the arrays used in each loop nest
Find the weight of each loop nest
� this weight will be the cycles per iteration
multiplied by the number of iterations of the loop

Create the undirected weighted graphARG = GhV;Ei as follows:
� V represents the arrays ande = (v1; v2) 2 E
if the arrays corresponding tov1 andv2 are used in the same
loop nest. If more than two arrays are used in the
same loop, a hyper-edge (spanning multiple nodes) will be formed

Decompose hyper-edges into normal edges as follows:
� a hyper-edge such as(vi; vi+1; vi+2; vi+3; :::; vj) is divided into
edges(vi; vi+1), (vi+1; vi+2), (vi+2; vi+3),...
� each edge will have the same weight as the original hyper-edge
� if the samee needs to be created for different loop nests, then its weight
will be the sum of the weights of the loop nests
in which the two associated vertices are used
� note that this might be a non-connected graph, in which
case we havei independent graphs whereGihVi; Eii denotes theith graph

For each ARGGi

Create an empty graphCihV
0

i ; E
0

iibyV
0

i  ;; E
0

i  ;
Esort  sorted list of edges inEi in descending

order of weight
While Esort 6= ;

Choosee=(v1; v2) at the beginning ofEsort
Esort  Esort � e
If (e does not cause a cycle inCi) and

(any vertex inV 0

i has degree> 2)
Adde=(v1; v2) toE0

i andv1; v2 toV 0

i

Else
Discarde

EndIf
EndWhile
� the declaration order of arrays will be obtained by
traversingCi
If a vertexv is not considered in the ordering,

put that vertex at the end of the ordering
EndFor
If some arrays are not considered in the orderings previously

obtained, put them at the end
� These arrays are referred to as ‘wildcards’

EndIf
End

Figure 3: An algorithm that clusters arrays with similar lifetime
patterns.



3.2.1 Loop Transformations

Loop Fission: Loop fission (also known as loop distribution
[21]) takes a nested loop that contains multiple statements in it
and creates multiple nested loops each with a subset of the origi-
nal statements. An optimizing compiler can use loop fission for a
number of reasons which include improving instruction cache lo-
cality and enhancing iteration-level parallelism. This optimization
first builds a statement-level dependence graph (in which the nodes
denote statements and the edges correspond to data dependences
between them) for the body of the nested loop. Then, if there are
no cycles in the dependence graph, the optimization creates a sep-
arate loop for each statement. Otherwise, the statements in a cycle
remain in the same loop. If the nested loop contains multiple loops,
loop fission is applied starting from the innermost position, and in
fissioning the outer loops, the inner loops are treated as single block
statements. Note that even in cases where each statement can be put
into a separate loop nest an optimizing compiler may choose not to
do so for some other reason such as improving data cache locality
or reducing code expansion.

Loop fission helps to improve the effectiveness of the array allo-
cation module by allowing a finer-granular control over the alloca-
tion of arrays. For instance, in the example shown below (assuming
that the arrays are of the same size and each memory bank can hold
at most two arrays), with the original nest, the two banks that con-
tain the four arrays should be in the active mode throughout the
entire execution. After the loop fission, on the other hand, only a
single bank needs to be in the active mode during the execution of
each loop (assuming that the array allocation module placesa and
b into one bank, andc andd into the other). The other bank can be
put into a low-power mode, thereby saving energy.

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
f
fa[ i],b[ i] g
fc[ i],d[ i] g
g

=)

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],b[ i] g

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fc[ i],d[ i] g

The overall algorithm for loop fission for energy is given in Fig-
ure 5. The purpose of this algorithm is to try different loop fission-
ing strategies for a given nested loop. If there areK instructions
within the loop nest, the main ‘for loop’ in the algorithm enumer-
atesK � 1 alternatives. The ith alternative is formed by breaking
up the nest into two nests after the ith statement from the beginning
of the nest (if it is legal to do so). We also add two more alterna-
tives to theseK � 1 alternatives: the original nest and a code with
K nested loops each with its own statement (again, if this is legal).
TheK + 1 alternatives considered by the algorithm in Figure 5 are
as follows:

for( ...)
f
S1
S2
S3
...
SK�1
SK
g

,

for( ...)
S1

for( ...)
f
S2
S3
...
SK�1
SK
g

,

for( ...)
f
S1
S2
g

for( ...)
f
S3
...
SK�1
SK
g

,....

for( ...)
f
S1
S2
S3
...
SK�1
g

for( ...)
SK

,

for( ...)
S1

for( ...)
S2

for( ...)
S3
...

for( ...)
SK

For each alternative, the estimated energy consumption is cal-
culated, and the alternative with the minimum energy consumption
is selected.

INPUT:
A program which uses arraysv1; v2; :::; vn whose

orderings were computed with algorithm in Figure 3
L memory banks, each one is of sizeM (the total available

memory isLM bytes)
v̂ : size of arrayv.
The total memory required for the arraysMtot

We assume thatLM > Mtot

OUTPUT: An optimized program with with arrays mapped into
memory banks
Begin
For each graph (path)CihV

0

i ; E
0

ii:
TraverseCi from one end to the other and place the
corresponding arrays consecutively into available banks
starting from the first location of the first bank
Assign the ordering in sequential order to a new bank as follows:
Esort  sorted list of edges inE0

i

in descending order of edge weights
Mark all v 2 V 0

i as ‘not fixed’
While Esort 6= ;

Choosee = (v1; v2) at the beginning ofEsort
Esort  Esort � e
If ((v1; v2 are mapped to different banks) and

((v̂1 + v̂2) < M ) and
(v1; v2 are not fixed) and
(there are banks remaining)

If by shiftingv1; v2 to the right they are mapped
to the same bank and this action does not distort
any previous mapping

Fix the mapping ofv1; v2
Mark v1; v2 as ‘fixed’

EndIf
EndIf

EndWhile
EndFor
Assign the ‘wildcards’, one at a time
� If their size allow, they are mapped into used banks;
otherwise, new banks are used

End

Figure 4: An algorithm that places arrays into memory banks.

INPUT: A perfect loop nest containingK instructions
OUTPUT:

An energy-optimized loop-fissioned code
(B contains the number that identifies the loop fissioned
version with minimum energy)

Begin
LetEmin be the least computed energy consumed

by the loop nest
LetB be the number of the more energy saving option.
Emin  The energy consumed by the original loop nest

(without fission)
B  0
For i = 1 to K - 1

Create two loop nests instead of the original loop nest
� the first containing the firsti instructions and
the second the remainingK � i instructions

Compute the energyEi consumed by this new program.
If Emin > Ei

Emin  Ei
B  i

EndIf
EndFor
Create K loop nests, instead of the original loop nest
� each one contains one instruction of the original
nested loop

Compute the energyEK for this new program
If Emin > EK

Emin  EK
B  K

EndIf
End

Figure 5: An algorithm that improves memory energy consumption
using loop fission.



INPUT:
A loop nest that accesses the arraysv1; v2; :::; vn
The memory layout is assumed to be row-major

OUTPUT: An optimized splitted loop nest
Begin

For each array used in the loop nest
compute the tuple(array name, number of memory

banks used for it), i.e., (vi,Mi)
EndFor
Create a listL of tuples (vi ,Mi) sorted in

descending order of number of banks used
Create a listI of loop indices used in the nest, from the

innermost loop to outermost loop.
While (I != ;)

Choosei at the beginning ofI
flag 0
pointer beginning ofL
While ((pointer != NULL) and (flag != 0))

x(v;M) L(pointer)
If (the leftmost index in all appearances

of arrayv in the body of the loop isi)
Split the loop corresponding to indexi
into M loops
flag 1
Deletex and all tuplesBj in which array
aj hasi as its leftmost index

Else
Advance the pointer

EndIf
EndWhile
I  I � i

EndWhile
End

Figure 6: An algorithm that improves memory energy consumption
using loop splitting.

Loop Splitting: This optimization (also called index set split-
ting [21]) divides the index set of a nested loop into two or more
disjoint parts. It was originally developed to break some data de-
pendences by placing the source iteration of the dependence and the
target iteration into separate loops. Note that since this optimization
does not change the execution order of loop iterations, it is always
legal.

Loop splitting has an important use in our framework for large
arrays that span multiple banks. For the example shown below, as-
sume that each ofa andb spans two memory banks (i.e., total four
memory banks are needed). During the execution of the original
loop (the left one), all four banks should be in the active state. Af-
ter the loop splitting, however, only two memory banks need to be
in the active mode during the execution of each loop.

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],b[ i] g

=)

for( i=0; i<N=2; i++)
fa[ i],b[ i] g

for( i=N=2 + 1; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],b[ i] g

Figure 6 gives the algorithm for loop splitting. This algorithm
tries to modify the structure of a nested loop by creating several new
(splitted) nests out of the original one using loop splitting. The al-
gorithm works from the innermost loop index to the outermost loop
index (in the first ‘while loop’). For each loop index, it determines
a suitable splitting strategy considering the array references that use
this index in their first (leftmost) dimension (assuming row-major
memory layout) and the array and memory bank sizes. The com-
plete algorithm is quite involved and omitted here due to lack of
space.

3.2.2 Array Renaming

The optimizations in the previous subsection modify the access pat-
tern of nested loop to affect the bank activation/deactivation pattern.
Array renaming is an optimization that exploits the result oflive
variable analysis[11] to reuse the same memory space for stor-
ing multiple array variables whose lifetimes are disjoint. The code
fragment below shows an example case with two arrays of disjoint
lifetimes (a andb). That is, we assume that after the first nest, the
arraya is not needed, hence its memory space can bereusedfor
some other array (in our case, the arrayb). Supposing that the ar-
rays are of the same size and each bank can hold two arrays, in the
original code (the left one), the array allocation module might place
a andb into the same bank andc into another bank. In this case,
during the execution of the first nest, only the first bank will be in
the active mode and during the execution of the second nest, two
banks will be in the active mode. On the other hand, if we reuse the
same space fora andb (as shown on the right in the code), only
one memory bank will be used during the both nests.

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],c[ i] g
.....

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fb[ i],c[ i] g

=)

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],c[ i] g
.....

for( i=0; i<N ; i++)
fa[ i],c[ i] g

A sketch of the array renaming algorithm is given in Figure 7.
To rename the arrays, first the array and memory bank usages for
each loop nest are found. Then, for each array the first and last nest
of usages are determined (i.e., the liveness information for each ar-
ray). Next, if the first-usage loop nest for an arrayb is greater than
the last-usage loop nest of another arraya and the size ofa is larger
than that ofb, the arrayb is dropped and its uses in the code are
replaced by that ofa. At the end of the algorithm, a new array dec-
laration is found. Note that if the arrays with disjoint lifetimes have
different dimensionalities and/or sizes, this optimization might de-
mand sophisticated renaming operations (e.g., converting from a
three-dimensional array to a two-dimensional array). Recent devel-
opments in data transformations area (e.g., [7, 12]) can be exploited
to achieve this.

4 Experiments

We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed framework using
elevenarray-dominatedbenchmarks. Figure 8 gives the important
characteristics of these benchmark codes. Our benchmarks include
two codes (matvec and mxm) widely used in image-processing
applications and a motion-estimation code (phods ). The figure
also shows the total data size (input size) of each application, the
memory bank configuration used, and the energy consumption for
that configuration assuming that all the memory banks are active all
the time (i.e., whether they are in active use or not). To keep the
memory energy optimization problem tractable, this paper bases
the experimental results on a single program environment and does
not consider the virtual memory system (i.e., we assume that the
compiler directly deals with physical addresses). Exploring the in-
fluence of multi-programmed executions to study the impact of co-
location of data structuresacrossprograms and the presence of a
virtual address translation are part of our future planned research.
It should be noted that many embedded environments [6] operate
without any virtual memory support, and the results from this paper
would directly apply in those cases. While most of the evaluations
in this paper have used a partitioned multi-bank memory system
without a cache, we have also experimented with two cache config-
urations (Section 4.6).

Figure 9 gives percentage (%) energy consumption for each
nested loop in each benchmark. It is easy to see that for many



INPUT:
A program which uses the arraysv1; v2; :::; vn
Si: size in bytes of arrayvi
A: the list of arrays declared in the program
M : number of memory banks andMs the size

of each memory module
OUTPUT: A new declaration order (A) and optimized program
Begin

Obtain the array usage per loop nest
Create a listLi for array i, containing the nests in which
array i is used throughout the program
For each loop nestC

compute the number of memory banks (BC ) used
in the loop nest

EndFor
For each listLi

If (Li == ;)
A A� ai
UpdateUg of all arraysg to the right ofai in A

EndIf
EndFor
identify which are the first (fi) and the last (li) nest number

where arrayi is used
CreateAsorted, a list of arrays inA, sorted in increasing

order of first-usage loop
O  ;
While (Asorted 6= ;)

Selecti at the beginning ofAsorted

flag = 0
For each arrayj in O

If (fi > lj ) and (Si � Sj ) and (Bfi
is not increased)

Create a new arrayk with memory used
by arrayj

A A� i
UpdateUg of all arraysg to the right ofi in A
Sk  Si ; lk  li ; fk  fi
O  O + k
Sj  Sj � Si
flag = 1
Break

EndIf
EndFor
If (flag == 0)
O  O + i

EndIf
EndWhile

End

Figure 7: An algorithm that improves memory energy consumption
using array renaming.

Benchmark Source Data Bank Energy
Size (MB) Configuration Consumption (mJ)

adi Livermore 48.0 8� 8MB 3.38
aps Perfect Club 41.5 8� 8MB 2.56
bmcm Perfect Club 3.0 8� 0.5MB 1,040.34
btrix Spec’92 47.3 8� 8MB 2.49
eflux Perfect Club 33.6 16� 4MB 826.46
matvec [1] 16.0 8� 8MB 675.86
mxm Spec’92 48.0 8� 0.5MB 10,572.57
phods [3] 33.0 8� 8MB 1,137.38
tomcatv Spec’95 56.0 8� 8MB 119.78
vpenta Spec’92 60.0 32� 2MB 2,026.66
wss Perfect Club 3.0 8� 0.5MB 7,032.03

Figure 8: Benchmark codes and their important characteristics.

Figure 9: Energy consumption per loop nest.

benchmarks the energy consumption is dominated by a couple of
nested loops. In fact, in eight of the eleven codes, there is a sin-
gle dominating nest (energy-wise). Consequently, it seems reason-
able to concentrate on these nests and try to optimize them. This
approach is expected to improve the overall energy consumption,
possibly at the expense of an increase in energy consumption of the
other nested loops. In the remainder of this section, the dominat-
ing nest (i.e., the nest that consumes the most energy) in each code
will be referred to as themost costly nest.If there are two or more
nested loops that consume exactly the same amount of energy, we
designate the first one (in the textual program order) as the most
costly one.

4.1 Evaluation of Array Allocation

We first evaluated the effectiveness of our array allocation mod-
ule. It should be noted that the layout placement of arrays across
the banks affects the energy behavior ofall program parts that use
these arrays. Consequently, in deciding an appropriate layout for
an array, we should ideally consider the entire application using a
global approach. However, since a given array can be accessed by
multiple nested loops in different fashions (e.g., column-wise ver-
sus row-wise), reaching a program-wide optimal layout appears to
be very difficult. In fact, although not presented here due to lack of
space, this optimal array allocation problem like many other opti-
mal data placements problems [9] is NP-hard. Therefore, we focus
our attention on deriving acceptable layouts that improve the en-
ergy behavior in most of the cases encountered in practice. The
argument in the preceding paragraph indicates that it might be rea-
sonable to focus only on the most costly nest (for a given code) and
layout the arrays based on the requirements of that nest.

Figure 10 gives the normalized memory energy consumption
for three versions of each code in our experimental suite. In the
first version, all the memory banks are kept in the active mode all
the time; in the second version, we only enable operating mode
control as explained in [4]. In these two versions, the arrays are laid
out across memory banks in the order that they are declared in the
original program. In the third version, we active our array alloca-
tion module to take advantage of low-power operating modes better.
These results reveal that by just enabling low-power mode control
we achieve a 38.1% reduction in memory energy (over the first ver-
sion). The most costly nest-centric array allocation brings a 6.1%
additional improvement (on the average) and reduces the energy
as compared to the second version in seven codes. In three other
codes, we do not see any improvement, and in one code (vpenta ),
our allocation approach increases the energy consumption. The rea-
son for this increase invpenta is that in the default array layout
(the declaration order) the two most costly arrays of this code hap-



Figure 10: Effectiveness of the array allocation module.

pen to go to the same memory bank, and when their use is over,
this bank is put into a low-power mode. After the array allocation,
however, these two arrays go to different banks, and this causes an
increase in energy consumption. Nevertheless, array allocation ap-
pears to be successful in most of the cases. In the remainder of this
section, when we say ‘mode control’, we mean ‘mode controlplus
array allocation’.

4.2 Evaluation of Loop Fission

In optimizing the codes using loop fission, we again focussed only
on the most costly nests and evaluated a limited set of loop fission-
ing alternatives (options) for these nests as mentioned earlier. These
options represent a subset of all legal (data dependence-preserving)
fissioning alternatives for the nest in question (see the algorithm in
Figure 5 and the explanation in Section 3.2.1). Figure 11 shows
the percentage decrease in energy (when theentire applicationis
considered) brought about by each fission alternative over mode
control. It should be noted that we consider only the codes that can
benefit from loop fission and different most costly nests (of different
codes) have different number of fission options (alternatives). The
main reason that prevented the application of loop fission to other
codes was the fact that the most costly nests in these codes contains
only a single instruction; so, there was only one option, which is
the original nest. We also observed that applying loop fission to the
second most costly nest(instead of the most costly nest) in general
increased the overall energy consumption as the array layouts sug-
gested by the second most costly nest are usually not suitable for
the most costly nest.

Consequently, we selected the most effective alternative for each
benchmark and applied it. The average improvement (%) over all
benchmarks (that are amenable to loop fission) was around 55.5%.
Since the array allocation module considers only the most costly
nest, there might be a negative impact (energy-wise) on other nests
if the best layout strategy for the most costly nest is not suitable
for the other nests. Figure 12 shows the energy impact of this
most costly nest-centric optimization onother nests.We observe
that different benchmarks behave quite differently. For example, in
eflux , all the other nests (in addition to the most costly nest) show
energy improvement. Forvpenta , on the other hand, the second
nest experience a 39.8% increase in energy consumption. Overall,
the nestsother than the most costly onesshow only a 2.8% increase
in energy. Thus, we conclude that focusing only on the most costly
nest and performing an array allocation based on that works well
with loop fission.

Benchmark Alternative Fission Strategies for the Most Costly Nest
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9

adi 47.0% 47.0% 61.2%
aps 48.5% 48.5% 48.5% 48.5%
eflux 47.0% 45.2% 43.3% 66.9%
matvec 49.8% 33.2% 16.6% 58.2%
tomcatv 49.5%
vpenta 8.2% 23.5% 16.6% 24.9% 18.0% 16.6% 20.7% 8.2% 48.4%

Figure 11: Percentage energy improvements due to different loop
fission alternatives.

Benchmark Loop Nests
#0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

adi 61.2% 0.0%
apsi 48.5% 0.0% -33.0%
eflux 47.0% 19.9% 24.7% 19.9% 19.9% 25.0%
matvec 58.2% -48.1% 0.0% 0.0%
tomcatv 49.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% -1.5% 0.0% 16.3% 0.0% 0.0%
vpenta -33.2% -39.8% 0.0% 48.4% -33.3% -33.3% -0.3% 25.0%

Figure 12: Percentage variations in energy of all nested loops in the
benchmarks.

4.3 Evaluation of Loop Splitting

In this subsection, we present the energy results obtained through
application of loop splitting. As in the case of loop fissioning, our
approach focuses on the most costly nest and the array allocation
module performs bank allocation based on that. Overall, we found
that seven of the eleven application in our experimental suite take
advantage of loop splitting. Figure 13 shows the normalized energy
consumption due to loop splitting. On the average, with respect to a
naive alternative where all the memory banks are kept in the active
mode for all the time, this optimization brings a 61.5% reduction
in energy. Further, with respect to an approach that performs only
mode control and array allocation, it brings a 42.8% energy im-
provement on the average.

Note that we applied loop splitting only to the nested loops that
contain at least one array reference of the forma[ ik][*][*]..[*]
whereik is a loop in the nest and[*] denotes to any subscript ex-
pression. Using loop splitting to handle the nests that do not contain
such references is in our future agenda.

4.4 Evaluation of Array Renaming

Figure 14 presents the normalized energy consumption due to ar-
ray renaming. We found that only two benchmarks (btrix and
phods ) take advantage of this optimization. However, we be-
lieve that a more sophisticated (inter-procedural [19]) analysis can
find more opportunities for this optimization in large codes that use
many temporary arrays.

Figure 15 summarizes the energy impact of our optimizations
in each code. Apart from individual optimizations, it also gives the
combined memory energy effect of the optimizations. From these
results, we observe that for many benchmark codes, some combi-
nation of these three optimizations brings further benefits over in-
dividual optimizations. For instance, in theadi code, using loop
fission with loop splitting leads to more than 50% energy saving.
The benchmarkvpenta requires a special attention. As we have
seen earlier, this was the only benchmark that could not get any
benefit from array allocation. However, it shows around 70% im-
provement with loop splitting plus loop fission.

4.5 Sensitivity to the Bank Con�guration

In this subsection, we measure the variations in memory energy
as one varies the number of memory banks keeping the aggregate



Figure 13: Energy impact of loop splitting.

Figure 14: Energy impact of array renaming.

Figure 15: Normalized energy consumptions.

Figure 16: Sensitivity to the number of banks for a fixed memory
capacity.

memory size fixed. For this purpose, we use theeflux bench-
mark. We modulate the number of banks from 1 to 64 keeping the
total memory size fixed at 64 MB (Recall that the default bank con-
figuration for this benchmark was 16� 4 MB). The results given
in Figure 16 show that increasing the number of memory banks in
general increases the effectiveness of our approach. This is due to
the fact that more banks gives more opportunity to the compiler to
turn off larger portions of the memory address space. For example,
with the configuration 8� 8 MB, we save a 40% memory energy
using all three optimizations discussed in this paper. Increasing the
number of banks from 8 to 32 brings an additional 20% energy sav-
ing.

4.6 Inuence of Cache

We also performed experiments with two cache configurations (a
4K, 2-way set-associative cache and a 4K, 4-way set-associative
cache). The results are given in Figures 17 and 18 indicate that the
results obtained using a system with cache are comparable to those
obtained through a cacheless system. Note that a cache configu-
ration can influence energy savings due to memory power mode
control in two ways. First, it modifies the number of accesses to
the main memory. Typically, one would expect a smaller number
of references to memory with larger caches and higher associativi-
ties (That is the reason why when all the memory banks are active
(ON) there is a difference between a cacheless system and a sys-
tem with cache). This would imply lesser potential for savings due
to power mode control. However, the cache also modifies the inter-
access times (the time between memory references) for the memory
banks. With fewer cache misses, one would anticipate the use of a
lower power mode of operation for the memory banks for a longer
time or a transition to a more energy-saving low power mode. Note
also that all the numbers given in Figures 17 and 18 are normal-
ized energy values using no cache (resp. a cache) with respect to
the case where all the memory banks are active all the time without
(resp. with) cache. A full-understanding of the energy behavior of
compiler-directed optimizations under a partitioned memory sys-
tem with cache requires further investigation and experimentation.

5 Related Work

Most of the energy-oriented software studies so far are from the de-
sign automation/high-level synthesis community and target specifi-
cally embedded applications. Memory optimizations for embedded



Benchmark Mode Control Splitting Fission Reuse Fission+Splitting
Name Cache No cache Cache No cache Cache No cache Cache No cache Cache No cache

adi 84% 83% 58% 50% 76% 56% 52% 37%
aps 26% 25% 44% 13%
bmcm 74% 74% 8% 49%
btrix 73% 67% 73% 64%
eflux 43% 47% 26% 27% 34% 35% 24% 22%
matvec 37% 37% 24% 24% 25% 22% 13% 16%
mxm 74% 74% 37% 37%
phods 52% 78% 32% 33%
tomcatv 53% 40% 43% 22%
vpenta 72% 67% 44% 40% 71% 38% 36% 20%
wss 74% 74% 37% 37%

Figure 17: The energy consumption normalized to the energy spent with all banks ON, with and without cache (4K, 2-way), respectively.

Benchmark Mode Control Splitting Fission Reuse Fission+Splitting
Name Cache No cache Cache No cache Cache No cache Cache No cache Cache No cache

adi 86% 83% 60% 50% 83% 56% 58% 37%
aps 26% 25% 43% 13%
bmcm 74% 74% 10% 49%
btrix 72% 67% 71% 64%
eflux 43% 47% 26% 27% 34% 35% 19% 22%
matvec 37% 37% 25% 24% 24% 22% 12% 16%
mxm 74% 74% 37% 37%
phods 59% 78% 12% 33%
tomcatv 59% 40% 52% 22%
vpenta 72% 67% 44% 40% 71% 38% 36% 20%
wss 74% 74% 37% 37%

Figure 18: The energy consumption normalized to the energy spent with all banks ON, with and without cache (4K, 4-way), respectively.

systems have been partly addressed by Shiue and Chakrabarti [14]
who presented a memory exploration strategy based on three met-
rics, namely, processor, cycles, cache size, and energy consump-
tion. The IMEC group [2] was among the first to work on ap-
plying loop transformations to address power dissipation in data-
dominated embedded applications.

It is also possible to affect energy consumption using low-level
compiler techniques. Towards this goal, Su, Tsui, and Despain [15]
proposed a technique that combines Gray code addressing and in-
struction scheduling. Based on basic-block list scheduling, their ap-
proach uses a greedy algorithm to re-order the instructions to mini-
mize power consumption. Tiwari, Malik, and Wolfe [17] proposed
another scheduling technique that also tries to select instructions
more judiciously to minimize power. Toburen et al. [18] presented
a method of instruction scheduling that limits the number of in-
structions that can be scheduled in a given cycle depending on the
power constraints. Note that all these optimizations focus only on
the datapath energy.

6 Conclusions

The energy optimization problem is very complex, as there are
many inter-related hardware and software issues that must be ad-
dressed. This paper addresses the problem of automatically mini-
mizing energy consumption of a partitioned off-chip memory sys-
tem with multiple banks. Our compiler-based approach consists of
an array allocation algorithm and an optimization module that uses
both loop and data transformations. The optimizations discussed in
this paper take advantage of multi-bank nature of the memory archi-
tecture and low-power operating modes. While these optimizations,
themselves, are not new, their application to the problem of memory
energy reduction through the exploitation of low-power operating
modes is novel. This paper also gives experimental data showing
that it is possible to obtain energy savings up to 86% over a scheme
that keeps all the memory banks in the active (fully-operational)

state all the time, and up to 70% over a scheme that utilizes low-
power operating modes without doing any loop and data optimiza-
tions. Our future work includes extending our optimization module
to include more loop and data optimizations. Of particular interest
is array unification which interleaves multiple arrays into a single
array to enhance spatial locality of data accesses. We also plan to
perform experiments using a larger set of applications and different
re-synchronization costs.
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